Commentary: A foreign student's lament

By Pervez Hoodbhoy

The present regime in Pakistan, Mr. Zulfiquar Ali Bhutto, is a graduate of the foreign point, of the two Pakistan-is who have been assured of a high -overnlmenlt choose to return to their countries already impoverished resources of

April 25, 26

by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart

Calculus is being used mulch in the same methods are being used mulch in the same

Student Lounge, Walker Memorial.

Letters

To the Editor:

From Week to Week

No matter what you are, survival is a struggle in Cambridge, and my everyday concerns center around the rent - while allowing the grinding traffic, the sensitive

Calendar of Corporation Meetings

June 1

Quarterly Meeting of the Corporation

Visiting Committees tentatively planning meetings in the Civil Engineering, which is planning for the fall.
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Viscount schedule

Calender of Corporation Meetings and Corporation Visiting Committee Meetings 1972-73

As of March 5, 1973

March 16 Mechanical Engineering

March 22 Architecture & Planning

April 11, 12 Philosophy

April 19, 20 Electrical Engineering

April 26, 27

Ocean Engineering

Calendar of Corporation Meetings:

and Corporation Visiting Committee Meetings 1972-73

May 7

May 10, 11

THE WIZARD OF ID

The Wizard of Id appears daily and Sunday in The Boston Globe
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